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Holder's inequality says that if/, gi=0, if p>l, and if l/p + l/q=l,

then

m //i s {//•}'"{/«■}'".

We have deliberately omitted the measure with respect to which

integration is performed, and measurability and boundedness hypoth-

eses on the functions/ and g. The reader can supply his own virtually

at will. For example, // could mean /¿/(x) dx, where dx is Lebegsue

measure and / and g are assumed to be bounded and Lebesgue meas-

urable.

Replacing fv by/ and gq by g, and writing 1/2 = s, we must prove

that

(2) q>is) g 1    for   0 < 5 < 1,

where

But now let s = <T-\-it. We see that <pis) is defined and continuous in

the strip 0^o-^l, and since we can differentiate "by hand", we see

that <p is analytic in the interior of the strip. It is easy to see that

\<pi<r+it)\ è<t>i<r) for Oá<r^l, because \Sf~'g'\ ^Sf~'g', I {//}1_>|
= {ff}1-', and | {/g)"| = {fg}"- From the maximum modulus prin-

ciple, then |#(<r+i¿)[ ¿max {|<K0)|, |0(1)| } =1, and the result is

proved. We emphasize that only the local maximum modulus prin-

ciple was used above.

It is also easy to show by this method that if equality holds in (1),

or, equivalently, in (2), then/is proportional to g almost everywhere.

For the case s = 1/2, we have the standard proof that the quadratic

function u(K) = fif—\g)2 has vanishing discriminant, and therefore

a root X0, so that/ = X0g almost everywhere. The general case reduces

to this case by the maximum modulus principle. For if \<¡>is) | = 1 for

some s = a+it with 0<<r<l, then <p is a constant, and hence <£(l/2)
= 1.
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